Today in Minnesota, over 225,000 University of Minnesota graduates will go to work: health professionals; teachers and counselors; business analysts and experts; designers, artists, and architects; scientists and researchers; executives and entrepreneurs; engineers and builders; community leaders.

EXCELLENCE

- 900 majors and certificates offered systemwide
- About 70% of Minnesota’s health care providers train through the U of M
- A “Top Fulbright Producing University” in 2016-2017
- UMTC’s College of Science and Engineering undergraduate program is ranked #4 in the nation by CollegeChoice.net
- UMTC’s Animal Science program is ranked #1 Best Value by College Factual
- UMTC’s developmental psychology program is ranked #1 in the nation by U.S. News
- Active learning classrooms, simulation centers, and experiential learning opportunities across Minnesota

AFFORDABILITY

- 43% U of M Bachelor degree recipients graduate with zero government-secured debt
- 20% U of M Minnesota resident undergraduates systemwide pay no tuition
- Minnesota students with family incomes below $50,000 will likely pay no U of M tuition
- Over the past seven years, U of M resident undergraduates have seen the smallest tuition increases in 59 years—1.3% at the Twin Cities campus and 0.4% at the four campuses in greater Minnesota
- 9,500 PSEO/College in Schools students on U of M campuses